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ABSTRACT
The meaning of (Ge 8:4), also could apply to today's Greater Mount Ararat because Larger Mount Ararat
and Little Ararat is still Plural, even if in the minimal sense and still qualifies scripturally as: "the Ark
landing upon the mountains of Ararat". However, the majority of people and even scholars perceive that
Greater Mount Ararat is a singular mountain and that it sets alone by itself. Therefore, the Scripture at
Genesis 8:4 would not apply. Their logic and reasoning is understandable. However, it is flawed and
incorrect. Why? When it comes to hard cold facts, just because the size, mass, and base of Greater Mount
Ararat has a diameter of about (25-27.0) miles it does not mean that is should be eliminated as one of the
"mountains of Ararat".[1]-[9] Why? Primarily, because Greater Mount Ararat starting with (Smaller
Ararat) which is only about (7) miles/(11)/kilometers away southeast of Greater Mount Ararat is a part of
about another (11) mountains that range in height from 8,000-12,000 feet above sea level, that are all
connected orographically, topographically, geographically, and geologically to about (10-11) other
mountains near Greater Mount Ararat. [3]-[9] In such case then it is a hard cold truth that when the "tops
of the mountains were seen" as expressed in Genesis 8:5, after the Ark evidently landed upon Greater
Mount Ararat, and according to the Scripture about(70) days later the first mountain near Ararat that
Noah and his family would have been able to see be (Lessor/ Little/ Smaller Ararat), and some of the tops
of the other mountains from an ark window. Therefore, it would also make sense, be logical and reason
out a well, that the ark had to have landed a little higher than Smaller Ararat (12,877 feet in height) as the
global flood waters abated, in order to see "the tops of the other mountains as Genesis 8:5 mentions.[2]
Further meaning, since where the Ark landed had to be a little higher/equal height of the top of Little
Ararat, and yet between. In a lower position with the top of Little Ararat sticking out of the top of the
water since (Ge 8:4) It was nearly two and a half months later before “the tops of the mountains
appeared” (Ge 8:5). Yet by the time the "covering" (not the door/entrance as described in Genesis the
sixth chapter refers to a different Hebrew word for "door" compared to "covering" mentioned in (Ge.
8:13). another three months before Noah removed the ark’s covering to see that the earth had practically
drained (Ge 8:13). It was nearly another two months later the survivors set foot on dry ground once
again.—Ge 8:14-18.[10]
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Figure `1 - (Source)-(Author)- The way a box-barge-like Ark may appear according to (Ge. 8:13).
Therefore, as seen in figure 53 if the true form of the Ark is in the shape of a rectangular/box-barge-like
shape than according to (Ge 8:13) the fourth area to look for in an Ark candidate would be to where part
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of the "covering/Roof " is missing from the Ark. since "Noah removed the "covering off the Ark". Does
this apply to the Ark's door or could it also mean that Noah likely removed part if not all of the "Upper
Covering", or:"Roof" of the Ark? The “covering of the ark” mentioned in Genesis 8:13 was doubtless
something on top of the ark.[1] Whether it was the whole roof or part of the roof we do not know. But
when this covering was removed from the top it would afford ample way of escape not only for the birds
to fly out of the Ark. But, it would also make sense, be logical and reasonable that because animals need
room to move around and exercise as well there would have also been gradually increasing land mass for
the animals to move around on Mount Ararat where ever they could until all of the global flood waters
were able to fully recede and for the ground to completely dry off where Noah, his family, and the
animals could leave the Ark permanently as described in (Ge 8; 14-18).
Berosus The Chaldean, Nicholas of Damascus, Josephus In The Antiquities of the Jews, and others all
their writings or statements are from: "Berosus The Chaldean's Fragment Writings", (280-BC). Which
this is new data and has never been thought or published before until now in this paper. Which also gives
hard new tangible archaeological evidence to the fact that is consistent and supports scripture at Genesis
8:13.[2] As aforementioned in The Bible it states:" Noah removed the "covering"/ top of the roof and
evidently some upper animal stalls with it.
Where: "The Fragments of Berosus" state: "He -(Noah), therefore made an opening in the vessel, and
upon looking out found that it was stranded upon the side of some mountain; upon which he immediately
quitted it with his wife, his daughter, and the pilot. Xisuthrus then paid his adoration to the earth: and
having constructed an altar, offered sacrifices to the gods, and, with those who had come out of the vessel
with him, disappeared." Unquote. [11]
"The Fragments of Berosus", are an archaeological artifact. Although aside from The Bible mentioning
that the covering was taken off the Ark, this archaeological artifact in actuality is hard archaeological
evidence that supports that Noah removed the Ark covering and that too that the Ark landed on: "The side
of a mountain".[11]
The rest of the statement gives further evidence that in the time of Berosus had access to other ancient
records that verified even in his day more specifically on the mountain where the Ark would be located.
Plus this also indicates that Noah had to be in the Ark for up to two more months like (Ge 8;14-18) states
before leaving The Ark permanently. Just like scripture states. It was after this that scripture also indicates
that Noah was able to disembark from the Ark and he, his family, and all of the animals went on to dry
land and repopulated the Earth.
However, other ancient historians such as Josephus and Nicholas of Damascus, who may have had
moire access to the complete works of Berosus, to verify these areas of evidence even more so. [12], [13]
Whereas there has also been peer-reviewed papers written on this same subject down through the
centuries from about (c.1661-1919 CE) on this very subject. However after Josephus other historical
documents mentioning the same as Berosus as have been written as well These are:
1). Contra Apioneum of The First Century CE.[14]
2). Eusebius of Caesaria's Chronicle. The only copy of this that still exists is from ancient Armenian
sources. That replaces a direct translation from the Fragments of Berosus that were in Greek also from (c.
300 CE).[15]
3).Praeparatio Evangelica Georgius Syhcellus (c 800 CE).[16]
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4). Volume # 6, Ancient History of The Egyptians -(c.1661-1741 CE).[17]
5). Volume # 7, Ancient History of The Egyptians -(1781).[18]
6). Crey's Ancient Fragments of The Phoencians - (1802-1742).[19]
7). Egypt and Western Asia, In The light of Recent Events (c. 1900-1919 CE).[20]

Figure 2 - (Source)-([Author)-[Ronald Stewart]. So, than as seen above in figure 2 one of the
definite scriptural requirements (as the first authority from God's Word) as to "how" the 'true' for
remains of Noah's Ark would appear, is the roof on the ark would have been removed along with
some of its upper animals stalls. Even in the most minimal sense "if" Noah's Ark was only a box
to barge life shaped object as seen in the upper-top left corner of figure 2 (above) Scripture states
the ark would not look like this. Rather, it would look like the image seen in the upper top (right
corner) and at the (bottom) of figure 2 having a hole in the side of it. However, in September,
2016 (IAA)-(Israeli Antiquities Authority) scientists, researchers, and archaeologists had missed
a previous unknown discovery. Known as (FSS)-9Dead Sea Scroll) PR 275 1. What was
discovered some thought be that the original shape of Noah's Ark was thought to be maybe
triangular in shape. However, when this is studied more thoroughly, and what is meant is that the
roof on the ark has a steep-("A") frame like shape to the roof instead.[21]-[22]
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